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Hungary in the 1960-70s

International tendencies

After Zsigmond Pál Pach went back to Budapest from the II. International 
Economic History’ Congress (1963) he stated that the Hungarian historians, 
although very carefully, should apply methods of quantification in their historical 
writing in order to follow the international trends. Pach’s opinion came relatively 
late, since at that time a small group of younger scholars had been using the 
methodology.1 The conference and the observation of Pach were a piece of a 
much bigger image. According to contemporary- Hungarian studies and new 
books about historiography, the quantitative methodology? gained ground within 
the economic and social history- during the 1960-1970s in the Western World 
(including Europe, North America and in this case also the Soviet Union).

1 Pach, ’ll. Nemzetköz; Gazdaságförténeti Kongresse^”
- Berend, "Az K Gazdaságtörténeti Kongresszus és tanulságai ”254.
3 Schneider and Woolf, The Oxford History of Historical Writing 1945 to the Present. 312.
4 Berend, "Az V. Nemzetközi Gazdaságtörténeti Kongresses és tanulságai ” 249-271.
5 Schneider and Woolf, The Oxford History of Historical Writing 1945 to the Present. 365.
6 Ránki, "Finnországgazdaságifejlődésének néhány kérdése” 381-390.
7 Granasztói, ‘NDK-magyar történész konferencia az összehasonlításról és a kvantitatív módszerek 

alkalmazásáról a történettudományban ” 610-613.

The next enumeration starts with the countries which had less affection on 
the international historian community (as well as on the Hungarian school), and 
heads toward the most influential ones. The unit of measurement cannot be else 
than the number of the citations and their reputation according to contemporary
documents and nowadays handbooks. First who are worth to mention: 
Czechoslovakia (Jaroslav Purs),1 2 Denmark (Hans-Christian Johansen),3 Belgium 
(Herman Van der Wee),4 Bulgaria (Nikloai Todorov),5 Finland (Eeri Heikonnen, 
Reino Hjerppe, Riitta Hjerppe)6 and East-Germany (Helga Nussbaum, Thomas 
Kuczynski). In the case of Hungary? the latter is much more important, since the 
two countries had a DDR-Hungarian Historian Conference in 1977, where the 
main topics was the potency of the comparative and the quantitative 
methodology.7 In Sweden a database got established during the 1970s, which 
indicates that they used the quantitative methodology? to a significant degree 
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before.8 Reports and reviews in Hungary frequently mentioned Soviet-Estonia9 
to indicate that this country’s historians were keen on to use the methodology of 
quantitative history (Ilo Sildmäe and L. Loone, Heldur Palli.10 11).

8 Gyáni, "Egy új történeti forrás: az adatbank ” 96-97.
’ The Estonians were always mentioned separately from the other parts of Soviet Union in the 

Hungarian sources.
10 Deopik-Dobov-Kahk-Kovalcsenko-Palli-Usztyinov, "Hogyan nyerhetünk történeti információt 

kvantitatív és gépi útónt” In: Glatz Ferenc (Ed.): Történelemelméleti és módszertani tanulmányok, 278. 
and Berend, V. 'Nemzetközi Gazdaságtörténeti Kongresszus és tanulságai" 249-271.

11 Nagy-Unger, "A Lengyel Történelmi Társulatai. Kongresszusa”. 898-903. 902.
12 Székely, "A kereskedelem és a kereskedelmi utak Közép-Kelet Európában a kései feudalizmus korában: a 

Lengyel -magyarTörténész Vegyes Bizottság 1971. évi ülésszaka”
13 Kövér, ”... gondoltam, ha olyan drámai története van Magyarországnak, jó, ha magyarul tanulok.: Beszélgetés 

Scott M. Eddie amerikai kliometrikus történésszel. ”187.
14 Benda, ”...az emberek testén mintegy észlelni lehet a gazdasági folyamatok változását - Beszélgetés John 

KomlossaT 257-264.

Beside Estonia on this level Polish historians were the other notable receptive 
community in the eastern bloc of Europe. In this respect the most decisive 
scholar was Antoni Maczak, who — according to the audience from Hungary11 — 
together with his group in the 10th Polish Historian Conference (1979) 
challenged the opposition (the minority) who preferred the traditional way of the 
economic and social history. Also need to mention the work of the Polish- 
Hungarian Historian Committee, which - according to reports - concentrated 
on economic and social history.12

Among the most influential ones, I need to start with the cliometrics school 
(their “homeland” is the United States). The Hungarian attitude toward this 
school was quite divided, which was a mixed result of the methodology of the 
new and developing school and the geo-political situation. Here the role of a 
“corridor” was played by Scott M. Eddie who started his carrier at that time. His 
works were utilized in the most important work of László Katus. The respect 
was mutual because Eddie stated in an interview 2003 that although he also met 
with Iván Berend and György Ránki, he mostly appreciates the help of Katus.13 
Later in the late 1970s and in the 1980s John Komlos also became an 
intermediär}' agent between the historian community of Hungary and the 
cliometics.14

In the same way the Soviet Union also had remarkable imprint on the 
Hungarian economic and social historical writing. On the personal level the 
name of György Granasztói is worth to mention. He had good connections with 
the mathematician Valentin Aleksander Ustinov, who was the author of the 
book entitled The Usage of the Electronic Computers in the Historical Science. This was 
the first book in Hungary which dealt with such topic. The Historical Institution 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences translated and printed it in few copies, 
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but it never got marketed. I also need to mention here the characteristics of 
Ustinov historical views. His idea was that as the science of computing is 
developing more and more, the human part in the study process is diminishing. 
The process will continue until all what one needs to do is analysing the data 
what he/she received from the machine.15 This point of view is a radical way of 
thinking about the methodology of quantitative his ton’.16

15 Usztyinov, "Elektronikus számológépek alkalmazása a történettudományban”. 58.
16 Worth to mention that if we compare the scholars of the Annales (for example Pierre Chaunu 

or Marczewski) with the point of view Ustinov's, a far less radical statement can be seen. In the 
brief comparison of the cliometrics school and Ustinov can be seen that even if the first group 
received more serious critics, the latter was the one who wanted to transform the way of 
historical studies into mathematical one. Robert William Fogel and the circle of the cliometrics 
school had also strong intention to this kind of transformation, but their plan was to make the 
history more exact with the help of social sciences. The quantitative school of Marczewski and 
the histoire sérielle aimed for even less transformation. As Chaunu said their ahn was to utilise 
these methods, but it was quite the opposite to what the cliometrics wanted which, according 
to Chaunu, used these methods for nothing else, but for it’s own sake. My opinion is that these 
schools and methods can't be divided from one another neither on theories, nor on empirical 
levels. Even if we could construct a framework, the fact that Fogel in 1984 said that projects 
with the methodology of cliometrics were in progress all over Europe, shows that even the 
different scholars did not sense this kind of differences. Chaunu, Szeríális történelem. Mérleg és 
perspektívák. In: Benda-Szekeres (eds.), Az Annales a gazdaság-, társadalom - és művelődéstörténet 
francia változata. 251—276., Marczewski, Kvantitatív történetírás. In: Glatz (ed.), Történetelméleti és 
módszertani tanulmányok. 291-303. Fogel, ’Tudományos és tradicionális történetírás”!-39.

17 Bódy-Cieger, "Body Zsombor és Cieger András beszélgetése Katus Lászlóval” In: Katus, Sokszólamú 
Történelem, válogatott tanulmányok és cikkek. 452-458

18 On this conference Emanuel Le Roy Ladurie, Francois Furet and Denis Richlet also held 
lectures. From Hungary: Vera Zimányi, Erik Fügedi, László Katus, Dezső Dányi, Éva H. 
Veres, Iván Berend, György Ránki and Zsigomnd Pál Pach took part. See more in Makkai- 
Zimányi-Katus, ’Francia-magyargazdaságtörténeti konferencia. ”1088-1103.

In the case of French historical writing the most remarkable is Fernard 
Braudel, who - together with his wife - spent more than a week in 1962 in 
Budapest. Their guide was László Katus, who was talking about the event in his 
recent interview. Braudel went to Budapest in order to strenghten the scientific 
relations between the two historian communities. One of the results of the visit 
was the establishment of scholarship from Hungary for at least two decades. 
Among others Vera Zimányi, László Kams and László Makkai utilised this 
opportunity. Another important point here is that the Hungarian scholars had 
received western literature.17 Conferences were also organised between historians 
from Hungary and France. For instance in Budapest (1968) about the topic of 
the comparison of the trends of studying Western and the Eastern European 
economic and social development mostly with quantitative methodology.18
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The quantitative school of Hungary

In general, one of their aims was to bring the economic and social history 
closer to the social sciences. Here, as usually we can speak about the import of 
theories, mainly from the sociology and the economics in order to refresh the 
historical writing and thinking by new aspects, which may generates new results. 
Beside the above mentioned two social sciences the priority was the computer 
science, which was a brand new phenomenon in the period, at least in the 
eastern bloc of Europe. In this case the historians faced two major problems. 
The first was that in those times these devices were very expensive, which was 
the smaller problem, according to the sources and my assumptions. The fact that 
the technology' was new was the profound obstacle of the adaptation. Without 
the knowledge about what is exactly going on inside a computer the scholar 
(who was by' the way facing these phenomena at first hand) did not trust the new 
devices, rather stuck to the old school way of calculations (if he or she even dealt 
with that before). Györgye Granasztói had written several studies on the question. 
He used soviet and western examples in order to call attention of the historians 
to the usefulness of the computers.19 Another remarkable but less known project 
was a program called SZOCPROG, written especially for scholars of the social 
sciences in the early 80's in order to facilitate the working process by the 
computer.20

19 Granasztói-Zimányi, "Számok és számítógépek. a történettudományban. Szovjet könyv magyarul az 
elektromos számítógépekfelhasználásáról a történeti kutatásokban” 49-55.; Granasztói, "A történész és a 
mérés — egy modell korlátái” 314—329.; Granasztói, ’Pl történész a számítógép kapcsolatáról” 481— 
487.; Granasztói, ’’Mit ad a matematika a történésznek?” Magyar Tudomány. 29-38.;

20 Granasztói, ’’Történeti kutatómunka -gombnyomásra. Beszélgetés a SZOCPROG rendszerről"79-84.

The computer sciences were key elements for processing the mass sources. 
The problem was not new, but the chance for the solution was unprecedented. 
The different sort of censuses, tax surveys and other sources were too thick for a 
historian or even for a team of historians to process. These sources were lying on 
the shelves of archives unexploited, which could show new images not only of 
the history of the country, but of smaller units — like a city or a manor. At least 
few of the abovementioned countries, on their path toward the modernisation of 
the historical writing, achieved a level where they' had the financial and technical 
background as well as the adequate knowledge to create a database of historical 
data. Thus these databases can seme as units of measurement in this case. The 
question in Hungary' had come up during the early' 1970s; but it came to be 
almost a decade later. Géza Perjés wrote a report about the first large-scale 
initiation in the Hungarian historiography, which was processing the tax census 
of 1728. This project in its early stage was able to depict, among others, the 
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quantity of the bread cereal on the studied territories and to compare them to 
each other. It was concentrating on geographical conditions and the distribution 
of the different cereals of the studied territories.21

21 Perjés, "Electronic Data Processing of an Assessment of Taxes Carried Ont at the Beginning of the 18th 
Century” 1-92.

22 Zimányi, Der Bauernstand der Herrschaft Güssing im 16. und 1 7. Jahrhundert. 1962.
23 Zimányi, Der Bauernstand der Herrschaft Güssing im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert. 1962. Second page of 

the introduction.
24 Zimányi, A Bohonc-Sgalonaki Uradalom és Jobbágysága a Wl-Wll. sgágadban. 1968.

In order to process these sources another tool — beside the devices — was the 
quantification. In the old school perception the historian only uses basic statistics 
when he was forced by the sources or in order to make the understanding easier, 
but the principles of the new directions had merely nothing to do with the 
facilitation of the reading in this level. They wanted to see deeper into the 
tendencies and connections among certain dimensions of a historical event. For 
that they needed to utilize the more complicated statistics and calculations, but 
the problem was that after a certain level these formulas became more and more 
difficult to understand for somebody who came from the fields of humanities. 
Because of this the intention of these historians was to avoid these techniques 
and phrases in their works. Contrary to the mainstream the quantitative school 
tried to increase the reputation of calculations and to show in empirical and 
methodological way, what kind of advantages can others achieve if they learn the 
trick of the trade.

Vera Zimányi was among the early pioneers working with this methodology. 
In the late 1950s she started to work on the history of two manors which 
belonged to the Batthyány family in county Vas (today it is located in Western 
Hungary and Eastern Austria). The result was published in two books. The first 
one was issued in 1962 in Austria and titled The Manor and its Peasantry in Güssing 
(Németújvár) in the 16—17. Centuries (Der Bauernstand der Herrschaft Güssing im 16. und 
17. Jahrhundert2-7) In the introduction part she declared that the book was derived 
from a methodological experience with the historical-statistics.23 This book was 
the twin part of the second one which got published in Hungary five years later: 
The Manor and its peasantry in Bohonc-S^alonaki in the 16—17. Centuries (A Rohock- 
Szalonaki uradalom és jobbágysága a XVI—XVII. században24). In my opinion in 
these books the author succeed with her idea, since both contains huge amount 
of statistical data. The main merit of the books is that she processes quantitative 
sources regarding the manor. The three out of four parts of the book involves 
tables which methodology can be called “erudite” during this period. Zimányi 
had finished her books at once, but while in Austria the publisher accepted it for 
publication, there were difficulties with the Hungarian one. First of all, the
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Hungarian pubEsher wanted to issue the work but only with the condition of 
erasing most of the tables, which Zimányi did not accept.25 Thus the work was 
forced to wait until the second half of the decade, when the author submitted it 
as a candidature thesis. The received critics were rather good, but one of the 
main weaknesses — according to the reviewers — was that the quantification was 
too much and the narration had lesser role in the book. Another important book 
of her is Hungary in the European Economy between 1600-1650,26 issued in 1976. The 
book shows a personal development of the author. With the use of the 
calculated indexes she was able to show that during this period basically the same 
tendencies can be seen in Hungary just Eke in other territories of Europe. Her 
calculations where backed by the market economic theory7 which shown that the 
market was the main connection between different parts of Europe. In this point 
I need to stress out that Zimányi also wrote recensions and smaUer articles with 
the aim of introducing the recent trends to historical thinking. For instance, she 
studied the cybernetics in order to understand how the historians could take 
advantage of its way of thinking.27

25 Zimányi, ’Válasz a kandidátusi disszertáció opponenseinek, felszólalóinak ”264.
26 Zimányi, Magyarország azeurópai gazdaságban 1600-1650. 1976.
27 Zimányi, "Kibernetika és történelem” 397—403.
28 The institution was essential in the case of the quantitative school. The director Dezső Dányi was 

also interested in quantification in the historical science. Even not all the scholar belonged to Central 
Statistc Office they issued in this respect important books like, for example the The Society and 
the Economics of Hungary between 1867 and 1967 (Magyarország társadalma és gazdasága 1867 - 
1967) which used only tables and graphs to tell the history of the period. Központi Statisztikai 
Hivatal: Magyarország társadalma és gazdasága 1867-1967. 1967 Also they started periodicals like 
Történeti Statisztikai Tanulmányok and the Számok és Történelem.

29 Originally: Benda, “New Economic History.” In: Dányi (ed.): Történeti Statisztikai Tanulmányok. 
1975. 261-276. Latter in bigger volume and easier availability: Benda, ’New Economic History” In 
Benda (ed.), Társadalomtörténeti tanulmányok. 33-46.

Another significant scholar is Gyula Benda who had opportunity to spend 
time in France, and later he had a job in the Central Statistics Office.28 His 
research field was the agrarian history but in our case the most important work 
of his is the study entitled New Economic History.29 The place of its first 
appearance was one of the periodicals of the Central Statistics Office, which was 
less popular among historians. StiU, this is the first longer study written on this 
question. In his work Benda first gave a description on the cliometrics. In his 
interpretation the school intention was, besides the Annales circle and the 
historié sérieUe, to equip the history with scientific methodology. Their aim was 
to change the method of explanation of the history with their deductive- 
hypothetical models. Their process of research is also different from the old 
school way of historians. The first step is that a scholar sets up a hypothesis. The 
second stage takes place when he searches empirical sources and then at the end 
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of the research the historian accepts or rejects the results according to the used 
theories and datas.30 After the methodological introduction Benda brought a few 
important examples what the cliometrics achieved and I think this study is still 
the best in Hungarian language if someone would like to read about them.

30 Benda, ” New Economic History ” In Benda (ed.), Társadalomtörténeti tanulmányok. 3.3-34,43—44.
31 Katus, Sokszólamú Történetem, válogatott tanulmányok és cikkek, 454.
32 László Katus: ”A Kelet-Európai iparosodás és ay „önálló tőkés fejlődés" kérdéséhez!’ 1-45.
33 Katus, Sokszólamú Történetem, válogatott tanulmányok és cikkek, 118.
34 Katus, ’Economic Growth in Hungary during the Age of Dualism (1867-1913)” In: Berend (ed.), 

Social-economic researches on the history of East-Central Europe. 35-127.
35 Kövér, ’Fordulat, forradalom utáni A magyar gazdaságtörténet-írás a nemzetközi trendek tükrében. ” 198.

Maybe the centre figure is Laszlo Katus, who concentrated rather on the 
empirical usage of these methodologies. In an interview Katus said that in his 
early ages Fernand Braudel, Jean Marczewski, Pierre Channu, Simon Kuznets, 
W. W. Rostow influenced his historical point of view.31 Beside Katus personal 
connections (which I mentioned above) his works were also remarkable in the 
case of the quantitative histon- in Hungary. One of his earliest works was To the 
East-European Industrialisation and the Self-Sustaining Capita! Accumulation (Kelet- 
Európai iparosodás és az „önálló tőkés fejlődés” kérdéséhez) issued in 1967.32 
Where his aim was to introduce

“how complex wide ranged comparative studies, quantitative and structural analyses, 
clear and defined ternis as well as the utilization of economics and sociological 
methodology are required from us to, in the case of such economic history questions, 
have comforting and solid conclusions based on assumptions.”33

This work of Katus was only the first stage of his bigger work entitled Economic 
Growth in Hungary during the Age of Dualism, which was issued in 1970.34 It was 
written in English, so the study in Hungary belongs rather to the less known 
works, although - according to György Kövér - it’s methodology was quite 
modern and among non-Hungarian scholars the study is regarded as a reference 
work even today.35 The study was unique in its own kind, since before nobody 
combined the macroeconomics with historical sources in this high level. Katus 
was calculating GDP, which is the first initiation in this respect. He also divided 
the period between 1867 and 1914 into five subperiods where each represents a 
prospering, stagnant or recessive one according to the fluctuation of economics 
rates. By the help of these indexes and trends he was able to contextualise 
Hungary in the process of the industrialization. Another book where he 
contributed was the series History of Hungary. He wrote the economic history and 
demographical chapter in the volumes which include the periods of 1848—1890 
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and 1890-1914.36 Here the tertiary sector got the leading position in the 
economics system so the monetary structure the accumulation of the capital and 
the different other conditions like supply and demand or presented international 
tendencies. This work applied the methods of the allied sciences and from a 
point of view still includes basic information (for instance grand price index, 
trends of the salary of workers or export-import baskets). But the merits of 
László Katus over the empirical ones are that he was able to raise the 
quantitative history up to the "macro" historical writing in Hungary. Moreover, 
he managed to issue a study dedicated to international audience in such a 
scientific environment which was mostly hostile toward these new methods.

36 Kovács—Katus (eds): Magyarország Története 6/2 1848-1890. 913 1038. 1119-1154 and Hanák—
Mucsi (ed): Története 7/1 1890-1918. 263-292,

37 Granasztói, "Számítógépek és a történettudomány. ” 564—565. Granasztói, "A történész és a számítólép 
kapcsolatáról” íÍ\-4&2

38 Granasztói: "A történész és a mérés — eS> modell korlátái. ”314—316.

György Granasztói was even more active in other aspects. He had the 
opportunity to work together with Ustinov in Moscow, and after Granasztói 
went back to Budapest he wrote several methodological studies on the question 
of the place of the computer science in the historical research. He was arguing 
that historians should utilize the new tool in order to facilitate the research in the 
social and economic history where the scholars meet with mass sources. 
However, Granasztói was aware of the limits of quantification.37 38 He was close to 
the French way of quantification. In the late 1970s he worked together with 
Michel Demonet on the social history of Kosice in the des Hautes Etudes en Ecole 
Sciences Sociales?* With the newly gained experiences his opinion about the 
quantification took different direction. The methods in this case were mechanical 
cartography and factor-analysis, which introduced a totally different viewpoint of 
the history of the town. However Granasztói was not satisfied with the results 
and turned against his previous standpoint. Fie declared that the quantification is 
often cumbersome and sometimes even unnecessary since the result can be 
predicted. Moreover, the methodology can be useless if the scholar made 
mistakes for instance during the preparation of the punch cards. In this work he 
turns more intensively against the cliometrics, which, according to him, ignores 
that the act of a person depends on and changing by one's social background. 
Thus they consider the behaviour of the person predestinated, which argument 
was basically the same as what György Ránki said one year earlier in 1977.

The school’s most remarkable assembly took place in 1972 when few 
historians and even less computer experts arranged a conference supported by 
the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The result of the conference can be 
described in two points. They were talking about their achievements and new 
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ideas,39 but also worked out a programme, which had no strong aftermath. This 
fact shows that the group had the will for a more intensive continuation. 
According to Péter Hanák, who announced the program, they wanted to be a 
self-coordinating group which helps the development of cooperation. Last but 
not least they wanted to take advantage of the diversity of the group and arrange 
a self-teaching society.40 41 I assume these are the germ of the Club Quantum 
where they were able to share information, knowledge and news among 
themselves. It was a home of interdisciplinarity and lasted at least until the 
middle of the 1980s.

39 The assembly of the school received big publicity through the pages of the Történelmi Szemle. 
Tarján Rezső: "Számítógép és Történelem” 526-565.

40 Péter Hanák: ’Felszólalás, Számítógép és a történettudomány’. 563-564
41 First Ránki, írj gazdaságtörténet amerikai iskolája. ” 164—172. Ilién latter: Ránki, Közgazdaság és

történelem — a gazdaságtörténet válaszútjai. 1977b. 46-53. Or Ránki, "Közgazdaságtan és történelem — a 
gazdaságtörténet válaszútjai’’ In: Mozgásterek, Kényszerpályák. 1983.

42 Ránki, Közgazdaság és történelem — a gazdaságtörténet válaszútjai 52.

Critical voices

Of course like everywhere in the Western World the quantification received 
critics. In Hungary György Ránki and Iván Berend were the most active in this 
case and they gave place to their concerns on the pages of journals. Thus they 
can be the representatives of the “contra” group, which was much thicker layer 
of the historian society in Hungary. Unfortunately, I have no place here to 
introduce the merits of the two scholars. Their methods in their early years were 
near to their mentor's eastern Marxist way, but later their approaches were closer 
to the British Marxist School, which can be seen in the changes in their studied 
topics and in the footnotes of their books. Worth to mention that the theories 
imported from social sciences and the calculations had less importance in their 
works than the narration (the traditional point of historians view). Among them 
Ránki concentrated much more on the quantification in the historical writing and 
thinking. His well-known work Economics and History — the Answers of Economic 
Historf' (Közgazdaság és történelem — a gazdaságtörténet válaszútjai) analysed 
respectively the quantitative school, the histoire sérielle and the cliometrics. 
About the first two schools his opinion was that the quantification, cannot 
satisfy in any sense the demands of the Marxist economic history, because the 
history of the types of production includes political and military aspects, which 
cannot be fully quantified.42 His conclusion was that the method can be helpful, 
but only if the scholar who uses it is aware of it’s dangers. The critical yet 
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balanced analysis was followed by a chapter on the cliometrics. In the 
interpretation of Ránki, the school is based on the neo-classical economic theory 
and its concentrates on models and theories while aggressively expanding in the 
field of economic history.43

43 Ránki, Közgazdaság és történelem - a gazdaságtörténet válaszútjai. 55, 61.
44 Ránki, Közgazdaság és történelem - a gazdaságtörténet válaszújai. 66.
45 Ránki, „Az új gazdaságtörténet amerikai iskolája". 164—172.

The second point is rather political. He declared that the New Economic 
History is quite the opposite of the Marxist economic and social history’, since 
while the latter studies the development of the humanity; the cliometrics only 
supports and makes excuses to the capitalism.44 Moreover he attacked the 
following book of Gyula Benda from the same point of view. 45

Conclusions

On the previous few pages my intention was to give an insight into the 
quantitative historical writing in Hungary'. This phenomena belong to the trends 
of the historiography’ of the Western-World (including Europe and North- 
America). The Hungarian is only a branch of a much bigger net.

Although the quantitative school was relatively’ productive, they wrote only’ a 
few long-lasting works. It is clear that the most eager champions of these 
initiations were Vera Zimányi, Gyula Benda, György Granasztói and László 
Katus. Their merits are unquestionable, even if nowadays only' few of their works 
are in use. Besides them the scholars of the Central Statistics Office are 
noteworthy, for example Géza Perjés.

In the empirical level the work of László Kams is prior. He was able to raise 
the quantitative history’ up to the general historiography’ by’ his chapters of the 
synthesis of Hungarian history. Furthermore, he wrote a still-in-use study’ for 
non-Hungarian speaker audience in a rather hostile environment while in the 
general historiography’ the main motif was political.

György’ Granasztói wrote several methodological studies on the question of 
the relationship between history and computer science. His merit here is the 
interest that he showed in the promotion of the usage of die new technology’ and 
that he facilitated it. Although his attitude was waving toward the quantification 
during the late 1970s his works are the first initiations for the co-operation 
between these two sciences. Zimányi was much more empirical. Her work on the 
question of the place of the economic of Hungary’ in Europe showed the reader 
that through different corridors among the different courtiers there was stronger 
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connection than the widely accepted “Sonderweg”-theory (elkanyarodás-elmélet) 
assumed. She also wrote methodological works like the one about the 
cybernetics. Last but not least I need to underline the importance of Gyula 
Benda. His works were coloured by the historical statistics mainly about 
agricultural history, but his most important work is the one about the New 
Economic History, which is still the best introduction about the school in 
Hungarian language. Beside them there were a few scholars who experimented 
with the methodology.

During the late 1970s the attitude toward the quantification changes over the 
western-world. This difference can be seen in Hungary as well, since enthusiasm 
decreased among the historians. However the story of the Hungarian branch of 
the quantification is not reached its end here, it is continuing during the 1980s- 
1990s and further. My future intention is to introduce the following stages as 
well and to give a general picture at least in the case of the Hungarian scholars. 
My study was about the first and most intensive period, which will be followed 
by a modified one with "veteran" and new scholars and probably with new aims.
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